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COMMONWEALTH EDIS0N COMPANY ) Docket Nos. 50-456

) 50-457 6C
(Braidwood Nuclear Power Station, ) ' '

Units 1 and 2) ) .

NRC STAFF RESPONSE TO BRIDGET LITTLE R0 REM, ET AL.,
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE ADDITIONAL CONTENTION

INTRODUCTION

On March 7, 1985 Intervenor Bridget Little Rorem, et al., ("Rorem"

or "Intervenors") by their counsel moved for leave to file a late-filed

contention.II The contention asserts that Commonwealth Edison has not

implemented, maintained and overseen an adequate quality assurance ("QA")

program for the c'onstruction of Braidwood and further that it does not
-

adequately supervise the QA programs of its construction contractors.

As set forth below, Rorem's Motion fails to demonstrate that a balancing

of the five factors of 10 C.F.R. 6 2.714(a)(1) weighs in its favor so

- as to justify receipt of the late-filed proposed contention. Further

the proposed contention does not comply with the requirements of 10 C.F.R.

6 2.714(b) since it is overly broad and should be rejected.

-1/
Motion for Leave to File Additional Contention, dated March 7, 1985
(" Motion"). Pursuant to Applicant's March 18, 1985 reauest for
additional time, the Staff's response date is April 1, 1985.
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II. DISCUSSION

In' order.'for proposed contentions to be found admissible, they must

fall within the scope of the issues set forth in the Notice of Hearing

initiating the proceeding _/ and comply with the requirements of 10 C.F.R.2 !

% 2.714(b) and applicable Commission case law. The Commission's regula-

tions in 10 C.F.R 5 2.714(b) require that a party proposing a contention

to be litigated, submit the contention with its bases set forth with

reasonable specificity. 3/ The purpose of this requirement concerning

basis and specificity is (a) to assure that the contention in question

raises a matter appropriate to litigate in a particular proceeding, M

(b) to establish a sufficient foundation to warrant inquiry into the

subject matter addressed by the assertion, and (c) to put the other

-2/ Public Service Co. of Indiana, Inc. (Marble Hill, Units 1 and 2),
ALAB-316,3,NRC167,170(1976).

Station, Unit 1)ghting and Power Ca. (Allens Creek Nuclear Generating
E.g., Houston Li-3/

, ALAB-590, 11 NRC 542, 546 et. seq. (1980).

4/ A contention must be rejected where:

(a) it constitutes an attack on applicable statutory requirements;

(b) it challenges the basic structure of the Commission's regula-
tory process or is an attack on the regulations;

(c) it is nothing more than a generalization regarding the inter-
venors' review of what applicable policies ought to be;

(d) it seeks to raise an issue which is not proper for adjudica-
tion in the proceeding or does not apply to the facility in
question; or

(e) it seeks to raise an issue which is not concrete or litigable.

Philadelphia Electric Co. (Peach Bottom, Unit 3), ALAB-216, 9 AEC 13,
20-21(1974).
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parties on general notice of what they will have to defend against or

oppose.' Id. at 20.

The proponent of a late-filed contention must comply with addi-

tional standards as well. The petitioner seeking the admission of a

late-filed contention must address the five factors specified in

10 C.F.R. Q 2.714(a)(1)(1-v) and affirmatively demonstrate that on

balance, they favor his tardy admission into the proceeding. Duke

Power Co. (Perkins Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2, and 3), ALAB-615,

12NRC350,352(1980); see Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. (West Valley

Reprocessing Plant), CLI-75-4, 1 NRC 273, 275 (1975). These factors

are:

(i) Good cause if any, for failure to file on time.

(ii) The availability of other means whereby the
petitioner's interest will be protected.

(iii) The extent to which the petitioner's partici-
pa' tion may reasonable be expected to assist
in developing a sound record.

(iv) The extent to which the petitioner's interest
will be represented by existing parties.

(v) The extent to which the petitioner's partici-
pation will broaden the issues or delay the
proceeding.

The Commission has emphasized that licensing boards are expected

to demand compliance with the lateness requirements of 10 C.F.R. 5 2.714.

See Pacific Gas & Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon, Unit 1 and 2), CLI-81-5,

13 NRC 361, 364 (1981). The burden is on the petitioner to demonstrate

that a balancing of these five factors is in its favor.
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5The-Commission _/ has held that all the criteria in 10 C.F.R. 5 2.714(a)

for a late-filed contention should be applied by a licensing board including
,

the Appeal Board's three-part test for good cause. This three-part test

requires that the adequately specific late-filed contention:

1. is wholly dependent upon the content of a
particular document;

2. could not therefore be advanced with any
degree of specificity (if at all) in advance
of the public availability of that document;
and

3. is tendered with the requisite degree of
promptness once the document comes into
existenceandpsaccessibleforpublicexamination

The institutional unavailability of a licensing-related document

does not establish good cause for filing a contention late if informa-

tion was publicly available early enough to provide the basis for the

timely filing of ,that contention. (CLI-83-19 at 1045). Furthermore,

an intervenor is required to diligently uncover and apply all publicly

available information to the prompt formulation of contentions. 7/

:

-5/ Duke Power Co., et al. (Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2),
CLI-83-19, 17 NR FIDT1 (1983).

-6/ Duke Power Co., et al. (Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2),
ALAB-687, 16 NRC T6 F (1982).

-

7/ Id. at 1048; Long Island Lighting Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station,
Iinit 1), LBP-84-30, 20 NRC 426, 439 (1984).

~
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A. Evaluation Of The Five Factors For Late-Filed Contentions
'

Factor 1.: Good Cause

The first factor in 10 C.F.R. 6 2.714(a)(1) is whether there is

good cause for the filing delay. Where no good excuse is tendered for

the lateness of a petition, a petitioner's demonstration on the other

factors must be particularly strong. Perkins, ALAB-431, 6 NRC 460, 462

(1977).

Intervenors claim that the good cause exists for the admission of

the proposed late-filed contention "because it is based on both facts

and evidence which arose after [1979]" (Motion at 3). The examples of

QA program deficiencies listed by Intervenors as a basis for this pro-

posed late-filed contention do not demonstrate adequate good cause for

the lateness of this petition. Rather, these examples indicate there

was significant information available to the public to alert Intervenors

of this issue lon'g before the late-filing of the proposed contention.

First, Intervenors assert that "there has been a long and continuing

history of QA deficiencies at Braidwood [since 1979]." If this is indeed

the case, Intervenors have been aware that the basis for a QA contention

has existed for a number of years and failed to fulfill their duty to file

the contention in a timely manner. Intervenors next contend that inade-

quacies in the Braidwood QA program were evidenced by "the $100,000 fine

imposed against Edison for the faulty QA program of the Philips-Getschow

Corporation." This enforcement action was initiated on February 2, 1983

and the fine was imposed on June 27, 1983. Once again this basis predated

the filing of the contention by two years. No explanation for the two-year

delay in filing the contention is offered by Rorem. Rorem next points to

.- . -. ... .. .
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the NRC Regional Administrator's testimony in the Byron hearing held on

August 1,1984 about QA questions at Braidwood. This occurred within the

90 day period requested by the other Interveno'. , Bob Neiner Fanns, in its
8/July 5, 1984 status report to file "a quality control" contention, and

only days after the NRC Staff response to the Neiner Farms filing which

set forth the requirements for late-filed contentions. EI Rorem did not

take advantage of the opportunity to file a contention at that time either

even though counsel for Rorem participated in the August 1, 1984 Byron

hearing.

Lastly, Intervenors point to information compiled and reviewed in

the N: J CAT inspection report released February 20, 1985 as good cause.

The Staff disagrees. While it is true this report only recently became

available, information essential to formulating the contention could be

found in other publicly available sources at an earlier date. Hence, the

proposed contenti'on fails to meet the Catawba three-part test because the

information was available earlier and Intervenors failed to tender the

contention in a timely manner. (Shoreham, supra at 437-439).

-8/ Status of Contentions - Proposed Revisi du and Amendments, Bob
Neiner Farms, Inc., July 5, 1984.

9/ NRC Staff Response to Bob Neiner t /..as' , gc. Status of Contentions
- Proposed Revisions and Amendments, July 7,1984 at 4.

.

- , . , , , , - , , - , , , , , + , , - - - - , . ,
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The Board issued three separate orders since June 1984 El calling

for status reports on contentions including revisions and amendments.
,

Intervenors failed to file their late-filed QA contention in the

periods allocated for responses to these orders. Because Rorem has not

made a substantial showing as to good cause for the delay in filing this

QA contention, the first factor weighs against granting the Motion and

admitting the late-filed contention.

Factors 2 and 4: Availability of Other Means and Representation
by Existing Parties

The second factor for consideration under 5 2.714(a) is whether

other means are available to protect Intervenors' interest. This factor

weighs in favor of the granting of the Motion because there may be no

other means to protect the Intervenors' interest outside of participating

in the NRC licens,ing proceeding for Braidwood. Similarly, in evaluating

the fourth factor, namely, the extent to which Intervenors' interest will

be represented by existing parties, there is no other party, apart from

the NRC Staff, who might directly represent the interest of Rorem. How-
,

1

ever, the Appeal Board has observed that the availability of other means

whereby a petitioner can protect its interest and the extent to which
!

f

p / June 8, 1984, Order.

January 10, 1985, Order.

February 6, 1985, Memorandum and Order Responding to Letter from
Counsel for Rorem, and Directing Parties to Discuss and Coordinate
Status Reports.

_ _ _ ._ _ _
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other parties will represent that interest are properly accorded rela-

tivelylessweightthantheotherthreefactorsinSection2.714(a).

South Carolina Electric & Gas Co. (Virgil C. Sununer Nuclear Station,

Unit 1), ALAB-642, 13 NRC 881, 895 (1981). (Shoreham, supra at 441).

In fact, it is "most difficult to envisage a situation in which [these

iwo factors] might serve to justify granting intervention" to one who

fails to make an affirmative showing on the other three factors. _I d .

.

Factor 3: Development of a Sound Record

The third factor, the extent to which Intervenors can assist in

developing a sound record, weiahs against admitting this late-filed

contention. Intervenors must affirmatively demonstrate that it has

special expertise which would aid in the development of a sound record

to prevail on this factor. See Summer, 13 NRC at 892-93; Cincinnati

Gas & Electric Cd. (William H. Zimmer Nuclear Station), LBP-80-14,

11 NRC 570, 576 (1980). When a petitioner addresses this factor "it

should set out with as much particularity as possible the precise issues

it plans to cover, identify its prospective witnesses, and summarize

their proposed testimony. Vague assertions regarding petitioner's

ability . . . are insufficient." Mississippi Power & Light Co. (Grand

Gulf Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-704,16 NRC 1725,1730 (1982)

(Citations omitted). While the ability to contribute to the development

of a sound record is important in the determination of all late peti-
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tions, it is less important when the grant or denial of the petition

will nol affect whether or not an adjudicatory hearing will be held b

Rorem asserts its " longstanding commitments to Braidwood" (Motion

at 6) as a factor for the Board's consideration in the development of

a sound record. This assertion is too vague and does not speak to the

ability of the Rorem to contribute to the record. Rorem suggests that

"the experience of their counsel in litigating similar issues at Byron"

will assist in building a sound record in this proceeding. While it is

always advantageous for a party to have experienced counsel, who may be

presumed to have the ability to conduct effective cross-examination, the

more significant contribution to assisting in the development of a sound

record would be a party's ability to contribute credible evidence. Here,

Rorem has failed to indicate with the necessary particularity what issues

it plans to litigate, what evidence it might present, what qualified

experts it had re'tained who would aid in the development of a sound

record, or that it possesses any special expertise in QA which would

assist in any other manner in developing the record. For all these

reasons, Rorem has failed to meet its burden with regard to this factor.

-11/ See Tennessee Valley Authority (Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Units 1
and 2), ALAB-413, 5 NRC 1418, 1422 (1977); Washington Public Supply
System (WPPSS Nuclear Project No. 3), ALAB-747, 18 NRC 1167, 1180
(1983).
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Factor 5: Delay and Broadening of Issues

Finally, the fifth factor, the extent to which Intervenors' partici-

pation will broaden the issues or delay the proceeding, also weighs

against granting the Motion and admitting the proposed late-filed

contention. The delay which can be attributed directly to the tardiness

of the petition is to be taken into account in applying this factor.

West Valley, CLI-75-4, 1 NRC at 276; Long Island Lighting Co. (Jamesport,

Units 1 and 2), ALAB-292, 2 NRC 631, 650 and n.25 (1975). As noted in

the discussion of good cause, the Intervenors have had ample opportunity

to file a quality assurance contention prior to the opening of discovery

on admitted contentions. One of the bases currently relied on by the

Intervenors in their Motion, namely, the non-compliance history of Edison

and its contractors on QA issues has been public knowledge as early as

1982 when the NPC issued a Systematic Appraisal of Licensee Performance

which gave Edison' an initial Category III rating, the lowest acceptable

rating.

The admission of such a generic quality assurance contention would

significantly broaden the issues which the parties, with the exception of

Rorem's counsel, have cooperatively and successfully narrowed in the

interest of commencing and expediting the hearing process. Despite Inter-

venors' assertion that this single contention "will not unduly delay the

proceeding" (Motion at 6) and that they "will make every good faith effort

to litigate the issue in a timely fashior."' (I_d.) their past performance

.in this proceeding does not verify their claims of diligence. For example,

in a March 27, 1984 meeting among the parties in Chicago, counsel for

Rorem indicated that Ms. Rorem wished to revise or amend her contentions

.

._. ,, . , , . . . . , _ . - . . . . _ _ _ . _ _ . _ , _ , . . , . _ _ . _ . . y.___ _ _ _ . . - _ , _ . . ~ _ -. ..
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and that_Ms. Rorem would submit any revised contentions to the Licensing

Board a'nd the. parties by April 26, 1984. El In fact, Ms. Rorem did not

submit any revisions by the promised date nor thereafter. Revisions were

finally made at the urging of the other parties in a February 20, 1985

telephone conference after the Board had issued three orders calling for

status reports and the submission of revised or amended contentions. E!

The task of interpreting the overly broad language of the proposed

contention would in itself interject a significant delay while the Board

and parties sought to determine the litigable issues. The Intervenors

state that any delay attributable to litigating the proposed contention

would not interfere with the fuel load date because it is " highly likely

to be postponed again" (Motion at 7). Intervenors' implication of a

delayed fuel load date is mere speculation and it is not appropriate for

the Board to base a decision which would cause significant delay on such

unsupported specdlation.

In light of the failure of Intervenors to affirmatively demonstrate

that their participation would assist in developing a sound record, the

inevitable delay occasioned by the admission of the proposed contention

would not be justified. The Staff urges that a weighing of the factors

will tilt the balance against admission.

M/ Lette' from Joseph Gallo to Administrative Judges dated March 30, 1984.r

M/ See footnote 10 (p. 7).
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A. The Contention Lacks the Requisite Specificity and Basis

Ro' rem's proposed quality assurance contention asserts as follows:

Intervenors' Rorem, et al. Additional Contention

Quality Assurance

Commonwealth Edison has not implemented, main-
tained and overseen an adequate quality assurance
program for the construction of Braidwood. Edison
has not and does not adequately supervise the
quality assurance programs of its construction
contractors. This is illustrated by, e a :

the $100,000 fine imposed against Edison for.

the faulty QA program of the Phillips-Getschow
Corporation;

the non-compliance history of Edison and its.

contractors at Braidwood;

the NRC Regional Administrator's testimony in.

August, 1984, that there are " serious quality
assurance questions at Braidwood";

the February, 1985 NRC CAT inspection report,.

which documented continuing quality assurance
de'ficiencies, as well as inadequacies in the
Braidwood Construction Assessment Program
("BCAP").

Because without an adequate QA program, Edison
cannot show reasonable assurance that Braidwood
will safely operate, no operating license may issue.

As noted above, the Commission's regulations require that. con-

tentions and their basis be set forth with reasonable specificity. The

contention as proposed is overly broad, lacks the required specifici?,y

and fails to put other parties on general notice of what they will hsve

to defend against or oppose (Peach Bottom, supra) and is thus, not liti-

gable. There is no identification of the specific QA defects which Inter-

venors wishes to litigate. Rather, in its proposed contention, Rorem

makes two sweeping generalizations concerning the adequacy of Comonwealth

.

e

- - , - - - - - -
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Edison's.QA program. First, Intervenors asserts that Comonwealth Edison

failed to imp.lement, maintain and oversee "an adequate quality assurance

program for the construction of Braidwood" (Motion at 2). Second, Rorem

alleges that Commonwealth Edison failed to adequately supervise quality

assurance programs of its construction contractors. The proposed

contention cites several examples of possible QA issues including the

"non-compliance history" (Motion at 2), the NRC Regional Administrator's

testimony, and " inadequacies in the Braidwood Construction Assessment

Program" and the February 1984 NRC CAT inspection report. (Id.). The
Licensing Board in WPPSS 1 b rejected a similarly broad QA contenticr

which gave examples of defects as overly broad and vague because its

admission would allow the petitioner to " expand its ' shopping list' of

construction defects."

In addition to being overly broad, the proposed contention is

lacking in basis.' The discussion which follows addresses each of

the four illustrations given by Intervenors as a basis for the proposed

contention. "The $100,000 fine imposed against Edison" (Motion at 2)

was a single isolated incident involving QA deficiencies in the instal-

lation and inspection of mechanical equipment. The issuance of a notice

of violation and the imposition of a civil penalty would normally provide

an adequately specific basis for a contention limited to the concerns of

that notice. However, standing alone without additional information that

ties the incident to a more pervasive breakdown of the Applicant's QA

-14/ Washington Public Power Supply System (WPPSS Nuclear Project No. 1),
LBP-83-66, 18 NRC 780, 798 (1983).
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program to support the Intervenors's general attack, the incident fails

to provide an adequate basis as required by 10 C.F.R. 5 2.714(b).
,

The Intervenors' second illustration, "the non-compliance history

of Edison and its contractors at Braidwood," (Motion at 2) lacks the

reasonable specificity of basis required by Commission regulations. The

Intervenors failed to indicate what particular aspect (s) of this history

support its allegation of an inadequate QA program despite the avail-

ability of documentary information in the Braidwood LPDR. Parties are

not put on notice of what they must defend against or oppose (Peach

Bottom, supra). A general reference to the non-compliance history does

not fulfill the basis and specificity requirements of 10 C.F.R. 9 2.714(b).

As to the third illustration given by Intervenors, "the NRC Regional

Administrator's testimony concerning ' serious quality assurance questions

at Braidwood,'" while it is an authoritative opinion of an NRC official

it is, nonetheles's, too vague to support the contention proposed by Peti-

tioner. Section 2.714(b) of 10 C.F.R. requires that the basis be set

forth with reasonable specificity. Without a more detailed basis con-

cerning the nature of the quality assurance questions raised by the

proposed contention, it would be impossible to litigate such a broad

issue. The NRC Regional Administrator's testimony does not provide

the specificity of basis required by 10 C.F.R. 6 2.714(b).

In their final illustration, Intervenors cite "the February, 1985

NRC CAT inspection report which documented continuing quality assurance

deficiencies as well as inadequacies in the Braidwood Construction Assess-

ment Program ("BCAP"). Intervenors single out seven items in the report

insupportoftheirproposedcontention(Motionat4). The proposed

. _ . - _ - - _ - . - - . - -
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contention seeks to litigate whether the overall QA program is inadequate,

not mer'ely the seven items in the CAT report. The Intervenors' seven
'

items point to individual problems which may or may not be continuing in

nature, however, the enumeration of disparate and isolated items will

not support the broad attack on the QA program postured by the proposed

contention. Intervenors provide no basis for their view that the seven

CAT items indicate an overall breakdown in the Braidwood QA program. In

fact, Intervenors acknowledge that the CAT "noted no pervasive breakdown."

Motion at 4. Prior agency decisions have noted that QA deficiencies may

well be identified during construction but such identification does not
Elmean there is not an adequate QA program. The Appeal Board in Callaway

EI observed that "no project even remotely approachingand again in Perry

in magnitude and complexity the erection of a nuclear power plant will

enjoy error-free construction." (M.). The fact that the NRC CAT inspec-

tion report ident'ified unrelated deficiencies without a showing of a

nexus to an overall QA/QC problem does not meet the basis and specificity

requirements of 10 C.F.R. 9 2.714(b) in support of broad attack on the

effectiveness of the QA program at Braidwood.

|

-15/ Union Electric Co. (Callaway Plant, Unit 1), ALAB-740, 18 NRC 343,
346 (1983).

--16/ Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. (Perry Nuclear Power Plant, )
Units 1 and 2), ALAB-802, 21 NRC , March 26, 1984, slip op. at i

24 and 25.

.)
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III. CONCLUSION

Based on.the ~ discussion set forth above, the Staff oppose the

admission of Rorem's proposed late-filed quality assurance contention.

Respectfully submitted.

-

Elaine I. Chan
Counsel for NRC Staff

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
. this 1st day of April,1985

.

9%
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